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Nine teams could lint stop SJSU
at the Fourth Annual hiuman
Resources Collegiate Competition, held in San Diego on March
23.
The three-member team of Lisa
Elliott, Kari Pastern and Ann
Truong from the school of business were sharp and fast with only
one loss out of seven rounds.
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if in a lin-minute battle.
Questions within sis t ategories
ranged in point tali’, trout 101) to
1,000, with his 1.1114 I being the
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hill of est iietnent for
the SJSU spectators as the team
pulled an early lead. It looked as
ttunigh SISU had the competition
all wrapped tip until the last two
minutes when Fresno State gained
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Patchy coastal fog today,
otherwise mostly clear.
Warm inland.
Highs in the
60s and
lower 70s on
the coast, in
the mid -70s to the mid 80s elsewhere.
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cuiiutt oh of the board with a LOW
point question.
Nerves were OD edge but
Fresno State answered the question with an incorrect response,
locking in the victory. for the SIM.’
school of business.
"This was one of the top five
metnories of ins’ life," said Hliott,
team captain.
The questions are based oil I In
Society of Human Reson144.
Management (SHRM) certificafion exam, a national exam which
professionals in the field are

Weather outlook
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AIDS is a disease that is not wain;
away soon. It is a spreading epidemic
that has killed more than 270,000 pc. s.
ple in the last 14 years.
Members of this year’s third animal
(:alifornia AIDS Ride s.ty: they want to
do their part to help fight . IDS.
The California AIDS Ride is a )25 mile hike ride from San Franciscii si
Los Angeles and promotets said ilits
want to raise over $3 iii ills m each iii
the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian
Center and the San Francisco . IDS
Foundation. Each of the estimated
2,000 I iders are required to raise
$2,500 if they are to participate in the
race.
One of this year’s participant is Matt
Pierce, a child development major at
SJSU. Pierce is in the process of raising
money and admits he has had to be
resourceful in obtaining dimations.
"Each rider organizes their own
fund raising," Pierce said. "I have gone
to private schools, gay and lesbian
churches, and I have even put a message on a Web page."
Pierce said he expects to raise the
equired money but that if he didti’t.
he would pay the remaining SUM from
Iris own pocket.
Last year’s California AIDS Ride
raised $5.5 million, making it iini it
the largest AIDS fund-raising es is in
the country. The success of the
It/ the establishment of the Ili iston lit
New York AIDS Ride in 1995 %dm Ii
raised an unprecedented $6.5 1111111,111
to tight AIDS.
This year there will be five Atm.! it MI
AIDS Rides, which are expected to
raise over $25 million for AIDS-rulated
services. The rides include San
Francisco to L.A. AIDS Ride, Boston to
New York AIDS Ride, Florida AIDS
Ride, Philadelphia to Washingum,
AIDS Ride and the Twin Cities to
Chicago AIDS Ride.
Tanqueray (an alcoholic bevel
company) is the sponsor hit all litt
events and has been instrumental in
putting on the rides, according its Pat
Christen, executive director of the San

Human resource team triumphs
SJSU comes out on top
in collegiate competition
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A pledge long lasting

By Russell Hall
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Student bicyclist pedals to raise funds for AIDS

SJSU senior Matt Pierce plans to
raise $2,500 in the California AIDS
ride in June. The 526 mile bicycle ride
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Riding for life
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Addressing barriers
Speaker to discuss minorities, education
By William Jeske
Spartan Daily Staff Wntst

The Sociologs Club will have sot iolngs
instructor and diversity program creator J.
Iferman Blake give a speech from 130 p.m.
to 3 p.m. on Tuesday iti the Morris Daily
Auditorium.
is-as
Blake
asked to speak at
SISC %Olen the
Sot i4)14 igy
(lob
".""cd a ‘Iwakar
III
oioe
.111,1
t
ninInluess the bat ui
minorities
ers
deal with in higher education.
Blake is the
Vice Chancellor
for Under-graduate Eduration
Indiana
’Tilsit sins -Pun (hit
1:111sel
Blakt’.5 responsibilities as Vice Chancellor are maintaining
campus wide leadership in developing
undergraduate mentor programs for
minorities mid ethnic groups as well iLs firstge ieration European-Americiuis.
Sociology Club adviser and is (111 i nordinator Celia ()roma said she awl Blake have
been friends since she was studeni at
University of California, Santa I tit/ in the
early 1970s. She said she knew Blake would
be im ideal speaker for the climb’s iiitetest.
"(Blake) has made some incredible head-

(Blake) has made some
incredible headway in working for
the interests of minorities and
’non-traditional’ students.

ELECTION
Wage act
could raise
minimum
pay rate

’96 Ri
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would jtirnp to $5.75.
In ternis i tf purt hasing power.
the California minimum wage is
II a forty-se.ii loss It has been
fit wen %nue I
"NlanY people ’nal ing minimum stage ire- sttigl lit.ttls tit
!Dillow ID dd.: AM!
tasttts 11
make
ends meet." said cmilt ( hate,,
politii al due(
south
’ theSe( Wage. R 1. page

The tic li get richer, the
poorer The Livable Wag, V
of 1996 might have Ott elle( t itil
tIris axiom, at least for the ix at.
If the act qualifies as an initiat on the Ntwemlwr ballot and
it would raise Caliti it nia’s
iiii,iiiiturn wage front 11.25 to
over a two-yeat
Ylinititurn ssagt in Init7
gt.t

Tupac remains free

Buying passage

A judge ordered
Tupac Shakur to jail
for violating his probation, then said the
rapper can remain
free while his lawyers
appeal.

Illegal immigrants are
using children as passports into the country,
taking advantage a policy
against incarcerating
families caught crossing
the border.

- Page 3

ion the interests or
: I ion-u-adituniar students." ()Irma said.
Non-traditional" students f onsist of
minorities and women entering pinfessional
fields which traditiiniallt werc closed to
them, like engineering, she said.
Locallt. Blake held the posit
of
Founding Provost of Oakes College at UC,
Santa Cruz. As
provost, Blake and
a group of students, faculty and
staff created a
unique residential
undergraduate libeta’ arts program
With
an
isolated
focus on non-tract ti ’al students.
Celia Orona Blake’s research
Sociology Club adviser career has included the develi ipmen(
of
the
Nation of Islam 111
the has Area and
the Blac k Panther Parts which led to his
book "Revolutionary Suicide."
Co-sponsors of Blake’s spec( h are the
departments of social sr lent es, African
American Studies, pi ilit it al science, the
Dean’s ()flice for the ( .1111rge cd SOC1.11
Institute
for
Social
SC1C11«’.
111t1
Responsibilm and the In esident’s (..amptis
Climate Committee.
Orona said the event will he opened hv
SIM.’ President Rohy-tt I. flare’ and will
ii and answer forum with
the andietne.
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Editorial

Minimum wage should be increased
op -it a time. the.
maroo it of households
had two 11 age eat II! IS
helping to litoyule foil the tanult
lod.ts. %tin
pelt,
oagcsit tin hilted stairs cud III
111%1E11
and the tile 01 teen ptcg
um I, I is I lSlll. in,un homes hate
otilt 11111 ,age tuner.
1-to/cti sone 1988, the 1111111
mum wage of $4.25 all luau is i
longer enough to keep a Lund%
.thove pinnet
level. Currently,
I heft is a signature campaign by
the south Bat Central Libor
Count II to get The livable Wage
Act on the November ballot. The
act proposes to raise the minimum wage to $5.75 an limn IA

It is about time
that there is
something W_ig
done about
increasing
minimum wage.

11, E

Lilt 11.11 199S.
It is about time that there is
something being done about
increasing minimum wage. In the
eight tills that minimum rsagr
has not lilt leased, the ost of lit
ing has.

With politicians looking to cut
welfare, increasing the minimum
wage can help. If the minimum
w.ige increases. the 1.8 iii ullutiti
people on welfare can have the
opportimut to earn more than
the ’,omit let el, or more impot
tautly. call have the opportunitt
and financial ability to get an
education and move on to a better paying job.
However, studies show that
even at $5.75 an hour, earners
will still be living under the
poverty level. In order to float
above water. earners ttttt st earn at
least $6.05 per hour. But at least
it is a start.

The El Monte incident may be the spark that opposition to police brutality needs ...

Rodney King revisited
T,

By Francis ladines
intense reaction to the Rodney King beating may ignite once
_atii.
milar situation. a televised videotaped beating of two
shown last Nlonday, spreading protests and pronounceNies,. , t,
owl i is ,i, i , ,.., the country.
A pick-up truck allegeillt filled with illegal immigrants was shown
being pulled over to the side of a road in the Los Angeles community of
South El Monte. It was the end of an 80-mile chase that reached speeds
of 100 mph. The truck had reportedly evaded a Border Patrol checkpoint and witnesses said the truck had sideswiped other vehicles.
The videotape, taken by a news helicopter, showed the truck’s occupants fleeing. Sheriff deputies beat one man repeatedly with a baton and
dragged a woman by her hair to the ground, threw her head into the
truck’s fender and beat her.
Years after a videotape had caused people to react with riots, one
would have hoped that there would have been some reform of police
departments across the country, and most certainly in Los Angeles.
Have officials learned anything from the Rodney King beating? Have
police officers been given any sort of course in the use of unnecessary
violence and excessive force? ’
Or was this just some of the few "bad apples" that happened to get
.
caught?
One had apple is enough.
Who knows how long, or to what extent, police brutality has been
going on. if it wasn’t for a video recorder being at the right place and the
right time. When the Rodney King incident raised awareness, people
questioned how many beatings had gone on. Those living in the inner
cities who knew of being harassed and being treated unfairly now had
the proof, for a nation to see, of what they had to endure. Now with this
new incident, we again question 1111w many beatings have gone on. And
more importantly, we question %lit the beatings continue.
Heads of police have done little or nothing to address the problem of
police brutality, or have made the effort to no avail as officers ignore
admonishment and the rules.
The police were under fire with Rodney King. The media scrutiny was
so intense that for months after the beating, stories of several similar

strut
.1111111 MI. [Atli before
aspects (racial discriminat6 in. 11 1 11c1
Monday’s videotape, public (kat list of the p..11, c has alwats been apparent.
Close to home, we hate our own nisit al of police mishaps. Though
without the luxury of a videotape. it has hutII eported that a
San Jose Police Department sheriff’s deinnt shot ( atstavo
Soto Mesa in the back of the head. While IIIltIls
are still in process. members of the Human Right
Defense Committee, a local watch dog organization, are
convinced it is a case of police brutality, held a march
downtown on Friday.
If the destruction of Los Angeles after the King verdict
was a result of years of anger and distrust, how much will it
take get the point across? Again?
I believe that people aren’t going to stand for such blatant
misuse of power. What did the woman in the El Monte case do
to deserve being dragged by her hair and haying her head
smashed against the bumper of a truck? It certainly seems like
excessive force to me. And I believe most people would
agree. And I believe a lot of people are going to do
something about it.
The El Monte incident iTEIV be the spark that
opposition to police brutal 111 needs. As Rt Ones
\
King let the t Quiltn kip rr, or atrocities that
heen going on .1st-iii ill 11th’ shows II III lidt
progress has beet 1 111,111 C
I can see in thu 1111111115 weeks intense investigation by the media of the El Monte incident as
well as the death of Gustavo Soto Mesa in San
Jose. If there was a right time for organizations
against police brutality, racial discrimination
and with the El Monte, immigration to rise up,
it is now. It is an opportunity that people hoping
for change will not pass up.
It’s just a shame that what happened was
Rodney King over again.

VITILVV

Francis Ladinrs is a Spartan Daily Staff 1VraifT.

Letter
Multicultural
classes not a waste
1%.,
Ilit1111.11111
III
Ken NI, Nl ill.. olumn rflivenav
Iuss WM II Pell). How Call he poF;siblY assume that students r.,rted no
si ltls. on the basis of multiculturalism classes? Here’s a thought:
Students voted no because the
words "tuitiott tin I ease" stick out
like a red flag. St Inlilits can barely
afford to pay tun i at its current
rate. No one real Is wants fees to
increase regardless as to what the
reason is.
The writer refers to "powers that
he" that are trying to "shove multicultural edit( anon down our
throats.- These "powers that be
are students, faculty and administrators who have been fighting for
much too long to he represented
in the higher educational system.
They are people who realize that
stereotypes about minority groups
feed on ignorance, or the lack of
education about the cultural differences that exist among different
ethnic groups. They are people

who understand that prejudice
thrives off of ignorance. How can
properly educating people about
these differences possibly provide
a disservice to the students? Isn’t
college supposed to educate us?
Also, how could you say that it is
particularly a disservice to
minority students when
you are not a minority student? As a
minority, I "discovered" that I
was a victim of
racism
and
discrimination as early
as kindergarten
when I had racial
slurs hurled at me, was
assumed to be stupid
because of the color my
skin and constantly labeled
according to the stereotypical
ideals of others around me. I
never needed any training on
being oppressed, because I live
with it. It has been thrown in my
face even when I have tried to
ignore or deny it.
Because you feel that these classes are a "waste of time," let me give
you a small taste of nil lift’ educa-
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tion. Being a minority is something that comes to your attention
when you are the only AfricanAmerican in your classes and the
instructor turns to you for feedback when you have some type of
racial discussion in your class or little comments by your fellow students like,
"Well you don’t act
black." What do
ea
they think acting black is?
These people
simply don’t
because
ilkknow
they are not
educated
about my cultural norms and differences.
Why should I as an
African-American assimilate into
American culture? What do you
actually think American culture is?
As an Alt 11,111 -American, isn’t it my
culture? I hdit ’t my ancestors contribute to it? If so, then why is it
not important for you to learn
about my piece of this "American
Pie," especially when I have been
forced to learn about yours all of
my life?
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The assumption that students of
African descent, Mexican descent
or Asian descent may have more in
common with their ancestral
group than with others on campus
is perfectly valid. Take a look
around campus at the greek organizations and dubs. It is common
knowledge that people associate
with others they find similarities
with. This could tw because people tend to be afraid of differences. So why not get rid of this
fear by educating people about
these differences?
No, African -American art may
not help you to compete for the
use of a computer on campus. But
it may make you a less ignorant
and a more educated person. A
multicultural class may help you to
better understand the people you
will have to work with, and therefore keep that job in Silicon Valley.
As for St. Patrick’s Day, I have
known about it all of my life. But
do you know about Kwatizaa? By
the end of reading this column I
was no longer upset. I simply
thought to myself, "He just doesn’t
understand what it’s like to not
have Iepresentation or education
about the contributions that his
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The real welfare
cheats
Ken McNeill’s column (Plight
makes right, April 2) is typical of
radical ideologues who are adept
at finding red herrings to distract
our attention front real issues.
He bemoans the U.S. government’s $1.6 billion subsidy of
"bums" while he ignores a much
larger drain on our infrastructure,
corporate welfare.
A report published by the Cato
Institute,
a
conservative,
Washington, D.C. think tank, says
federal aid to corporations is a
major contributor to the budget
crisis. The report estimates this aid
at $250-$300 billion per year.
These subsidies include a $ 1.4
billion sugar price support pro-

Advertising
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culture has made in America or
what it is like to be a minority in
this country Maybe he should take
one of those multicultural classes
and become educated!"
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gram that benefits the largest one
percent of sugar farms. The Fanful
family - the sugar kings of Florida contributed $350,000 to political
campaigns in 1992. Can anyone
guess why?
Another example is the U.S.
Forest Service’s building 340,000
miles of roads through public
lands free of charge over the last
20 years so that the needy timber
corporations can easily access the
trees on public land.
The wealthy and their corporations have never paid their share
of taxes to support the infrastructure that allows them to become so
extravagantly wealthy. Now they
can buy offshore, runaway shops,
putting American workers on the
unemployment line. They can also
afford to buy politicians with huge
campaign contributions.
The biggest "welfare cheats"
should he cut off first. The US,
government is sending the message to the homeless and "welfare
mothers" that living off others’
work pays well.
Ed Obenveiser
journalism

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may ber
rrput in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall. room 209
*faxed to (408)924-3937 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San Jose.
CA, 93199-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length
Submissions must contain the author’s name.
address. phone number. shIstatnn and major.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus
of the Spartan Daily editors. not the Mad
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Today

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Book Sale )donations weir onie1.10 a.m.-2p.tn.
kN’altlquist Library, mi. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.

Tuesday
Ballroom Dance Club
Intermediate %Valli leSAI
and open dancing. 7:30p.m.9:30p.m. Event Center,
Aerobics rm. Call 924-SPIN.

Career Center
"Interviewing for Success."
2p.m.Student Union,
( A mtatioan nn.
Call 924-6033.

Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Win kola. 4p ni.-5prii.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Building Social Support
t’afilei al therapy gt oup
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Achninistration Bldg., rm. 201.
Gall 924-5910.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Nr in. Jo! in XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.

Buhver-Lytton English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.m-41>.m.
Faculty Offices, no. 104.
Call 436-7471.

Department of Nutrition
& Food Science
Bioelectrical Inopedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of laxly tat.
3p.m.-5p.m. (
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Career Center
Silicon Graphics employment
presentation. 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Talk on career options in
Enyironniental Studies.
I:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan rm. Call 924-6033.

Faculty and Staff Co-ed
Softball League
Sign-ups. Call 924-2333.
Jewish Student Union
Meeting. 5:301).m. Student
Union, Guadalupe rm.
Call 924-8685.

Career Center
’..areers That Soar," talk on
career options in Aviation.
4:30p.m. Student Union,
Almaden nn. Call 924-6033.

Pi Alpha Phi
Meeting. 7p.m. Student
Unit
Costam san rm. Call
295-0637.

Circulo Hispanic*
Meeting, with tutor’s% and
conversations in Spanish.
2p.m.-3p.m. Student Union,
Cotmoil Chambers,
Call 924-8024.

School of Art Se Design
Student gallery eittrieks.
I la.m.4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 9244330.

of Nuttidon
rArnof
Seim*
Two-for-one spring special.
testing percentage of body fat.
Noon-2p.m. Cestand
Classroom Bldg., nu. 103.
Call 924-3110. "

liVinhu Club
En.
WorkouL 8p.m.-1
Spaitan Complex Wear
rut. 202, Call 24-8074.

School of Art & Design
Student gallery. exhibits katheiine Levin-Lau,
her claw "Image & Idea"
classes: Scott Miller, painting;
Nadia Alaqueel, mixed media:
Sophie Totue and Elizabeth
Gomez, sculpture and painting. Ilam.4p.m. (reception
6p.m.- 8p.m.). Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.
School of Art & Design
Tuesday Night Lecture
Series, Art History presentation. 5p.m-6p.m. Art Bldg..
rm. 133. Call 924-4328.
Student California
Teachers Association
"First-Year Teaching Panel,"
with guest speakers Jiile
Scocca and Wendy Sol. Ila.m.Noon. Sweeney Ilall, rrn. 448.
Call 249-8519.
Women’s Resource Center
Open meeting. I I a.m.12:30p.m. Women’s Resource
Center, Administration Bldg.,
rm. 217. Call 9246500.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195 E. San Fernando
St. Call 938-1610.

Re-Entry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Support group for Re-Entry
students. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5950.

Big bands, campy films and tenors
Festival is a Lollapa-loser to city council

Sparta Gaide is free amd
available to students, laud
ty k Mae associations.
Deadline is 5pm two days
bealbrerdakation. Forms
m OBH 209.
Entries may he edited to
*Sow kir space n.iirairduns.
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NOI 111.11111111111
1111. This IS .1 Saki
NIr11.111 ’slits Ft it 11 1.1111 I 11111 111,1%, adding that the
only MA U‘, 111 lilt Sill’ 15,1 011C -1.111e rnad.
Mearmiiile. the Italian-Annul( an fraternal group
that has spi iris’ it rd past char its concerts said it did
not pin lonely mislead thu r iiiincil when, in its
applii atom. it des( tubed the MINI( as "big bands."
"NVe yenuld neYer do that," said the group’s president, Anthony agratio. "When we were asked tin
do this we welt ink! it was ’big bands.\t il-till
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Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Nit...ling. Main-1p.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 77641365.

PEOPLE

Faculty and Staff (u-ed
Softball League
Sign-ups. :all 924-23’,
KSJS (90.5)
Staff meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
fin. 118. Call 924-4547.

Tupac afraid of eager judge
LOS AN( .ELES (AP) - A judge underect Tupac
Shakur to jail for violating his iii. i)iation, then said
the rapper can remain free %Aide his lawyers
appeal.
"What really scares me is the in ’se( inor’s zeal to
get me in prison," Shakur said after Thursday’s
hearing.
The judge (ordered Shalom to spend hour months
in jail, titling probation violations in Los Angeles
and New ’shirk and his failure to clean up alongside
roads as part of his community service.
The judge also fined Shakur $1,000 and ordered
him to begin serving the term June 7. Shakur’s
lawyers appealed.
The rapper was on parole for assault and battery
on a music video producer and for carrying a
loaded, concealed gun in 1993.
Shalom, 24, also violated his parole by being
arrested in April 1994 on a charge that he carried a
loaded 9 mm handgun in a car, and for being convicted in November 1994 of sex abuse in New York.
He is free on $1.4 million bail while he appeals
the sex abuse charge, and is to stand trial this
nuonth on the 1994 concealed weapons case.
His latest album, "All Eyez On Me," is a best sell-

Cult horror director dead at 71
LAWRENCE, Kan. (Al’) - Harold A. "Herk"
Harvey, a film director who was best known for his
work on the horror film, "Carnival of Souls," has
died. He was 71.
Harvey died Wednesday at his Lawrence home.
Memorial services were pending.
"He was a worker." said Art Wolf, Lawrence, who
hired Harvey in 1949 to work at Centron Films, a
Lawrence-based independent film production
company. Harvey worked as a producer and film
director at Centrion for 35 years, making a variety of
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Tenors, Ross to mark Hungary’s 1,000th
- IS-( .111 eta. and
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to help IiiingarY i chlorate its millennium
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The Senate’ .11/111o1 1-11 ,1 14,1)111111M 1 11111 S11,11 111111k .)ri \laws \I"tissttte’s hit lam
oring Ballard ’s
Oughta Krum Hie 1 lutise isn’t Inllowing snit.
The recognition 1.11111’ ,t1/1 nu three weeks atter
the House passed - Flit yanked - a t tsllIllttulIn
praising Ballard’s %oil k.1 he song, abi nit mull equited hove, includes a «minion obscenitY abi int sex.
The Senate resolution passed after Sen. Bob
iiiiinetown ot !s. an Inv,
Dearing, from
mentioned the 11,111111(.1111.1111 /11 1.11,111.1kel s
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Lloyd’s assets feel chill
It os ANGELES (Al’) - A tette’ al judge told lawyers for the
of
Department
( :J10.’116.1
Lin imitations Thursday to refile
freeze
the
diii intents seeking to
S assets of 1.h ’yet’s of Lonch in.
’.S. District Judge Terry Hatter
eed with Hind’s lawyers, who
said the giovernment’s motion wasIs %Willed.
ii
.111-1 that freezing its
I .1, 11’s
assen, 111111111 1111.1Slale
s. 1111 11111ing innre than 250
(liii iniiia inspitals, Int al government ageni it’s, nuclear powel
plants and ti ansix illation systems.
of
Department
I he
II iiirations nitric the British
insulter to court in February, alleging that Lloyd’s engaged in fraudulent sales of risky securities in an
attempt to draw more investors
into the market to cover asbestos

Lloyd’s collected more than $ ItH I
million from local investors.

The department also has said
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Appeals court upholds ’don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy
1 he t olll 1 15511C11 the r tiling in the case
Decision leaves
.1 former Sass Lt. Paul thomasson. who
%,.1, dismissed front the NAV% last June afte i
, II IV, A letter to his t ommanding admiral
M i I itary authority
stating. "I AM t4.1%
The titling. is) h ophttlds a lowet
it Will te I-louse I owl
with
ruling agamst thomasson, is the

A tetict at first time .1 legal t hallenge tel the adminisRICHMOND, Va. Al’f)
appeals court FridaY upheld the Clinton
tration’s polo.% has reached the federal
’s ’dott ask. don ’t tell’ poi- appeals ’mei
a.
ics for gays in the militai N. sating it wee not
Thomasson’s laws el. Allan Baron
the courts )013 to Sin is, elected leaders Moore, said an appeal is likely -We bate
aside and set military pith, y In itself.
long anticipated this is .111 issue the
In a 9-4 decision. the 4th U S. Circuit ,i-. upreme Court ultimately will have to
Court of Appeals said t owls "were not decide." he said.
1. f eated to award to loth, ial decree t, I. II
Moore said the appeals judges
,s., ., ,,,,t .,, hiet.tmet, pl ’lit i1 31 ,,,I 1 ’4’1 I,
"Pressed "" rather nin ei view of dere, -

the
ent e to the ’Mikan. -Hirt .ugue .uul hold. national military. polity. It would also yio- Some federal courts have ruled agantst
.15.1111.111V! Ot LAW. 111.11 itidici.d power does late much plain and settled Supreme Clinton pe they.
last month, a federal judge in San
Court pi et. relent,- Will, iiiso n wrote.
tt d ee isions."
iilita
m
riot tat
e h t ei tan
itJust
ordered the reinstatement of a
s
ic
ar
sets
best
icen
courts
canF
diec
d.o
"hi the CI i
A the et-judy.,t panel 01 the iili ( art u
render is to tenni) this debate to where it gay National Guard officer discharged
heal it Ho miatstui’s appeal iii Sup it
to the halls of democratic gov- under the military’s "don’t ask, don’t tell"
.uid tt tt a.. i lie higlilt ill luso il step ot send- all began
federal judge in
mg the t ase do et ilt it, i lit toll I ; lodge ernments. whew the many Americans policy. And last year, a
discharge of six
court tor ieview hi mos’ t ases. one ot the alley tell its decisions such AS these can New York blocked the
die polhallenged
iomosexuals who had c
homosexuals
parties in an appeal intiq ask toi the toll- participate directly in their resolution."
Judge Kenneth k Hall wrote iti a uscourt hearing.
Thomasson, who worked for the admiJudge l. Hai vie NVilkoison III wrote in sent that Thomasson was being punished
the "don’t ask, don’t
the maim lit opnottit i hat the cotut could toi "nothing more than an expression of ral administering
the policy was
not at t (lit I homassou’s claims that the Ins state of mind. The expression was 1101 ter policy, contended that
illegal, and the tact admitted is not a unconstitutional Iwcause it equated the
policy is um onstitutional.
words "1 alit gay" with illegal sexual acts.
"To do stt would not outs overturn the ground lot dist barge....
Hall Allt1 llit" other three dissenting
Si lie and federal courts around the
efforts of die elected braiii lies of governmem to resolve a sign itit alit question of oat io, t have lyeen grappling with the issue. judges agreed.

Jobless rate jumped in March

A tragedy remembered
Oklahoma City marks
one year since blast
President Clinton
OK1AHOMA C111
Friday honored the Sli thins of the iximbing here
nearly a Year ago and pi used the spirit of healing
he said is helping retie% the hilt
"There is nothing we t iii (1, lo bring back the
children that were taken from us. But what we can
do is show our children that good can lift them
up," he said.
The president placed a wreath on the site of the
bomb-destroyed Alfred Murrah federal center,
then dedicated a new downtown day care center in
memory of the 18 children who were killed in a
second-floor day care center.
The president laid a
large wreath of spring
flowers at the bare dirt
field that is the site of the
building where 169 people died on April 19,
1995.
buildings
Other
around the site remained
shattered with blown out
windows and walls ripped
apart by the blast.
Six children who survived the blast placed
long-stemmed red roses
near the wreath and First
Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton, holding a child by the hand, bent down to
place a teddy bear.
With bagpipers playing "Amazing Grace,"
Clinton stood under a cold gray sky and pointed to
a deeply scarred tree that survived the blast.
"Its roots kept it strong and standing," he said.
"Your roots kept you strong and standing. By
rebuilding a place for children to leas rr, you have
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done the most honorable thing a nation could ask
for.
In a speech. Clinton praised the cotnmunity spirit behind the rebuilding of Oklahoma City.
"Niu’ve taken some of the meanness out of our
national life and put a little more love and respect
into it," the president said.
And yet, he said. "Your healing has to go on. A
lot of you probably still have your doubts about all
of this. I’m sure there’s some lingering anger and
even some rage and dark and lonely nights for
many of the families.
"1 can only say to you that the older I get the
more I know that you have to try harder to make
the most of each day and accept the fact that
things will happen we can never understand or jusUK."
The president also proclaimed April 19 as a
National
Day
of
Remembrance and asked
Americans to observe a
moment of silence at
10:02 a.m. EDT that day,
the time of the explosion.
leaving
Before
Washington,
Clinton
again
mourned
the
death Wednesday of
Secretary
Bill Clinton Commerce
United States president Ron Brown in a plane
crash in Croatia and
planted a tree on the
South Lawn of the White
House in memory of
Brown and others who died in the crash.
"We hope everyone will honor the contributions
they made to the United States," the president said
before leaving for the airport. The tree is just a few
feet away from another dogwood Clinton planted
last year to honor the victims of the Oklahoma City
INunbing,

I can only say to you that the
older I get the more I know that
you have to try harder to make the
most of each day and accept the
fact that things will happen we can
never understand or justify.
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11N(JON (AP)
rate
omit ,I I s
unemployment
edged op to 5.6 liercent in March
as a strike in the auto industry
resulted in a sharp drop in manufacturing jolts
The Labor pep:lament report
Friday showed that even with the
small rise in the jobless rate, up
front 5.5 percent in February, the
economy appeared to be performing ., I .1 1.1It’l clip than late last
ve.u.
A survey of business payrolls
showed that companies added
140,000 jobs in March, down front
a revised increase of 624,000 in
February.
The huge February increase in
jobs, the biggest gain since 1983,
spooked financial markets. It trigered a 171 -point drop in the Dow
ones industrial average, the third
largest point decline in history, as
investors worried that the economy was rebounding so quit his that

uttlaottn i ould bet mile a problem.
While the stock market was
closed for Good Friday, the bond
market reacted adversely because
the payroll figure was higher than
expectations.
Demand for the Treasury’s
benchmark 30-year bond plummeted, pushing the yield tip to
6.82 percent, the highest level in
seven months. It had closed
Thursday at 6.67 percent. Analysts
said investors were overreacting to
the unemployment report.
"The economy has seen the
worst of the slowdown but we have
not returned to rapid growth,"
said Robert Dederick, chief economic consultant at Northern
Trust Co. in Chicago. "The soft
landing is being followed by a soft
takeoff."
Analysts said that Friday’s report
did nothing to alter their view that
the Federal Reserve, which had cut
interest rates in December and

Attorney: Hale contacted Clinton critic
LITTLE. ROCK, Ai
(Al’)
Key Whitewater witness David Hale
contacted an ardent Bill Clinton
critic more than two dozen times
as he tried to get felony charges
against him heard by an independent prosecutor, a defense attorney said Friday.
Hale admitted on cross-examination Friday that after he was
indicted on federal fraud charges,
he contacted former Arkansas
Supreme ,Court Justice Jim
Johnson. But he said he did so
only to find an attorney.
Defense attorney Sam Heuer,
reading from telephone records
he said were Hale’s, listed 26 calls
from Hale to Johnson, a Clinton

between
late
opponent,
September and late December
1993.
Hale, who was indicted that year
on charges he defrauded the Small
Business Adminstration, was looking for ways to draw the president
into the case and get Hale’s case
reassigned out of the local U.S.
attorney’s office. Heuer said.
Heuer said Hale attacked
Clinton in order to get favorable
treatement "front people who
hated Bill Clinton so much that
’they would do anything to destroy
him."
James and Susan McDougal,
Clinton’s former partners in the
Whitewater real estate develop-
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merit, and Gov. Jim Guy *fucker
are accused in a 21 -count indictement alleging they fraudulently
obtained nearly $3 million in loans
from a pair of federally backed
banks, including Hale’s Capital
Management Services Inc.
Clinton, who has denied Hale’s
accusations against him, is scheduled to testify for the McDougals
via videotape April 28.
Heuer,
who
represents
McPougal, said Hale believed if he
could draw an independent counsel into the case with a story alleging wrongdoing by the president,
it would improve his chances for
leniency.

Latino group
forms business
organization
11.11Se )N\ ii it. (Al’) A group
of Pajaro ’alley business people
have formed the Latino Chamber
of Commerce.
The new chamber will "provide
another voice for business," said
Luis De La Cruz, the chamber’s
interim exc.( utive director.
The chamber, which will be
based in Watsonville, is an outgrowth of the Hispanic Business
Committee of the Pajaro Valley
Chamber of Commerce.
De La Cruz said the Latino
Chamber will do the usual things
chambers do
promoting business, attracting new businesses and
helloing existing businesses.
By being a separate entity, the
chamber will have some funding
opportunities that wouldn’t otherwise be available, De la Cruz said.
Membership won’t be limited to
Latinos, De La Cruz said, and
Latino business owners will continue to be members of the Pajaro
Valley Chamber.
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in an effort tel boost
Jautiai
growth, will remain on the sidelines for the foreseeable future
believing it has done enough to
keep the country out of a recession.
The overall economy, as measured by the gross domestic product, expanded at a barely discernible annual r.ite of 0.5 percent
in the last three months of 1995.
Economists said the March
increase in jobs is consistent with
their view that the economy in the
first three months of this year grew
at a somewhat faster clip of around
1 percelit.
That rate would still be far below
the optimum comfort level for an
incumbent politician. Already Sen.
Bob Dole, President Clinton s likely
Republican
opponent in
November, is accusing the administration ot pursuing tax and regulation policies that have weighed
down die economy.
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Price -fix
accord
nixed
Way paved for
bigger payday
CHICAGO (AP)
A federal
judge opened the way to a bigger
payday for pilaf inacies by scrapping a $408.9 million settlement
in a price-fixing lawsuit against
drug makers and sending the case
to trial.
The class-action lawsuit brought
by 40,000 pharmacies claimed the
industry practice of giving big discounts to health maintenance
organizations, mail-order drug
houses and hospitals hurt independent pharmacy owners.
Some
pharmacies
said the settlement was
insufficient
because
damages
totaled well
into the billions. Each
pharmacy in
the
settlement would
have
received
between
165,000 and
$10,000 after
David Melnick
legal costs.
lawyer
U.S.
District
Judge
Charles
Kocoras said Thursday that his ruling had nothing to do with
money. He said he was bothered
that the settlement did nothing to
halt the pricing practice.
"The absence of any statement
as to how the defendants’ behavior must be re-evaluated renders
the proposed settlement unacceptable," Kocoras wrote, reversing his decision in February to
grant the deal
preliminary
approval.
The ruling means the case will
go to trial, possibly in May, said
David Melnick, a lawyer for pharmacies that protested the settlement. it could mean a bigger
award for the pharmacies if they
win the suit.
"This is a big victory for not
only independent pharmacies but
... ultimately the consumer," said
Melnick, who represents the
National Association of Retail
Druggists.
The National Association of
Chain Drug Stores said Kocoras’
decision "confirms that there are
serious problems with drug manufacturer pricing practices."
"Manufacturers now will have
to demonstrate in court they don’t
have unfair, anticompetitive pricing practices which for years have
discriminated against community
pharmacies," NACDS spokesman
Phil Schneider said.
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This is a
big victory for
not only
independent
pharmacies
but ...
ultimately the
consumer.

99

The independent pharmacy
owners accused the drug makers
of price discrimination and collusion.
Fifteen drug manufacturers
including Merck, Pfizer, Eli Lilly,
Glaxo ’Wellcome and Bristol-Myers
Squibb had agreed to the proposed settlement. Marion Merrell
Dow, Johnson & Johnson and five
others chose not to settle.
Drug makers have said that the
dual pricing structure is justified
because HMOs and hospitals can
control which drugs their patients
use, offering the makers greater
assurance of sales.
But Kocoras said in his ruling
that manufacturers should also
offer similar discounts to pharmacies if the stores can show they
have as much influence as HMOs
and hospitals in the market.

MNetFRAIVE"
Calling all Masters students
& graduating seniors in
CS & Engineering....

We’re having a
Job Open House on
April 11 from .4-8prn.
Come meet hiring
managers and engineers.

Monday, April 8, 1996

San Jose Swell nisersity
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In some cases, he said,
The facilities are surrounded by barbed wire and patrolled by guards. diet! pm (mt., already lived in the United States;
Detainees wear bright orange uniforms and sleep the \ !lad hi other adults "rent" their children.
No fluidics remain at the detention center.
in dormitories, men and women kept separate.
Immigrant mho( ates who oppose the detention of
Immigrants charged with crimes also are held
mite’ small number of children found
there. In the past five months, immigrants crossing
people other than their parents
the South Texas border have admitted borrowing a« on] putt’. ii
shliwed that the problem is not widespread.
or renting children, INS and border agents said.

When you start releasing
families, word gets out that all
you’ve got to do is bring someone
with you, a juvenile or child, to get
released. People realized that we
were not doing anything with
them.

Eleven
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP)
named storms, including seven
hurricanes, will form during the
1996 Atlantic hurricane season, a
prominent forecaster predicted
Friday.
Two of the hurricanes will be
major storms with sustained winds
of I 1 1 mph or more, said William
Gray, professor of atmosphere science at Colorado State University,
told the 18th annual National
Hurricane t:Iniference.
Gray, who has been predicting
the n uni het and intensity of tropical stool’s tor a dozen years, Updated an earlier forecast he issued in
November. At that time, he predicted a below-average season with
SAN

JOSE

STATE

eight named storms, five of them
hurricanes.
The average season sees 10
storms, six of them hurricanes.
"The 1996 season should be
much less active than the 1995 season, but more active than the average season of the last 25 years,"
Gray told 1,500 disaster-emergency
personnel on the closing day of
the annual hurricane conference.
Last April, Gray predicted 12
named storms, six of them hurricanes and two oh those major, for
the 1995 storm seas, it
It turned out 1,, lu the busiest
season since 1933, with 19 named
storms. Eleven 1 it those were hurricanes, including pins ii hil Opal
UNIVERSITY

which claimed 20 lives and caused
about $3 billion in damage in
Florida, Alabama, Georgia and
North Carolina.
The hurricane season runs each
year from June 1 to Nov. 30. When
sustained winds from a tropical
depression reach 39 mph, the system is classified as a tropical storm
and gets a name. When top sustained winds reach 74 mph, it
becomes a hurricane.
Gray and his research team use
global meteorological patterns
such as rainfall and drought ml Id 1tions, wind directions and sea -Ins,’)
pressure readings to arrive at the
yearly forecasts.

COLLEGE
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A big quake
takes the place of
smaller quakes.

-1

BUY 1 GET 1

IFCIE

Naiit t1 I I isti iS "Inur

Euy any 6 TIC
mecium ctink.get o second 6 loci)
sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE

(:()S ’I’ A IfIC A
June 6- IS,

3 trailskr credits
in English or Birdot,ry,

Discount on bulk orders
(S15)
Try our

tree delivery

475 E. San Carlos Street
call or fax (408)288.5676

$2295. All 1 I 1 1 1 1 Islyl.
( S1733.- land "lily)
s a Reid at
(,,n1.14 t GI

SUBWAY’

OHLONE COLLEGE
(510) 659-6222

AoSaddie Rae%
Wednesday Extravaganza
...after 10pm...

OF

No Cover charge
Draft Beer $1.00 / Well Drinks $1.50

EDUCATION

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM MASTER’S DEGREE

(408)286-3393
Between Race St and Meridian Ave
2 blocks North 01 280

111ULTIMEDIA
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

We’re on the Internet!! http://www.GottaDance.com

Explore tomorrow’s lob and skill opportunities in training,
teaching and multimedia.
See visual design, computer graphics, instructional design
and multimedia applications.
Meet current students, graduates and faculty

Rofiraeic &Ca(l geiorci
$75.00

),ieRoom + Tax

or two pet-sons
Large In-Room Jacuzzi .
. N’CR.
Free Hot Breakfast .

Saturday, April 13, 1996
SJSU Campus, Sweeney Hall 431
lot the corner of East San

Scientists debate dangers
of seismic pressure
building under California

-The problem that mails of its
ismit
ANt F I ES (AY)
essui e Inas be piling up lila- had in the communits ht.,si isiihi this
debt under Southern California, interpretation is that a,It, lii I see
but that doesn’t mean a settlemein ans possible was that it, S 7, earthis overdue, according to a leading quake could ph,,sit .ills happen,"
Holm i said.
scientist.
answer is iniwirtant
The
David
seismologist
UCLA
Jackson suggests that chances of a because MAIO’ seismologists have
great quake on the San Andreas piedic it’d that Southern California
Fault are small in our lifetimes. is hat ing an "earthquake deficit"
The bad news in his new theory is and is due for a spate of earththat the eventual "big one" could quakes the size of the 6.7-magniNorthridge
tude
he stronger than
quake in 1994.
magniimagined
If jackson is right,
tude 8.5 or greater.
people call rest eaSA
"A big quake takes
at least until the
the place of smaller
really big one hits I Ic
quakes," Jackson said
has no revised sit
in a telephone intermate on Ns luii that
view from St. 1.mtis,
could happeii
where he presented
David Jackson
-We &Mt 11,15e
his paper this week at
UCLA seismologist
cal( Mallow..
new
Seismological
the
because we it,
Society of America’s
know the size of Me
annual meeting.
-We
The theory has scientists asking: largest earthquake," he said.
have to solve that problem first."
how big can an earthquake be?
"This is a discussion that has
In 1988, Jackson and other scibeen going on within the geologitel
cal community in Southern entists calculated a 60 percent
California for almost a year now," 70 percent chance of a magnitude
San
said Jim Dolan, a geologist with the 7.5 earthquake on the
Southern California Earthquake Andreas Fault within 30 years.
Center.

Expert predicts two severe hurricanes

Arena Hotel
- lilt UANII-DV sk’s Ii si’
(408) 294-6500
Valley Park Hotel

Carlos and South Seventh Streets)

10:00 am: Sign In
10:15 am: General Session
10:45 am - Noon: Demonstration and Information
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(408) 293-5000
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FOR DETAILS, CALL 408 924-3620.
WALK-IN
INTERVIEWS!

(Z=0

CHECK
US OUT!
April 9, 1996,10:30am-5pm

Roadway Package System has IMMEDIATE openings for
men and women able to sort, route and load packages in our SAN
JOSE Terminal.
*Starting pay $7/hour
*Flexible shifts to fit school schedules
*Tuition reimbursement of $1/hour
*Upward mobility/career opportunities

897 Wrigley Way,
Milpitas, CA
(415) 873-1367

If you can handle an average of 50 pounds and can work 3-5
hour shifts, Mon -Fri, then come to work with a leader in the
small -package pick-up and delivery business!

The Test Secrets
will be revealed
during our

68C

free

CZ)

TEST STRATEGY EVENT
s,

Check Out our Web Site
for job descriptions!
http://www.netframe.com

LW

Learn what the test -makers
Hear expert advice

on

don’t want you to know)
are really looking for

what schools

Space is limited! Call now to reserve your seat!

Fax or e-mail your
resume as your RSVP.

1.

April 13,16.18,20 or 21st

Berkeley Davis. Palo Alto San FranclscoSan Jose Fresno Santa Cruz

Call: 1-800-KAP-TEST Today!
get a higher score

From 880 take Montague
Expressway West. Right on
McCarthy and Right on Harter.
NctFRAME Systems:
1545 Baiter Lane
Milpitas, CA 93035
Fax (408)474-42(X)
Email tipad/enscenctirame.com

Pay now
or shake
later?

5

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM, INC.
Equal Opponunity/Allornatove AdlOrl I nonya,

Flexible Hours! Tuition Assistance! Stay Fit While You Earn!

KAPLAN
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Softball
team finds
keys to
winning

rts F
Briefs

,41 April S
Spoils
The Spartan Doily will
De covering this weekend’s sports events on
Tuesday due to the
Easter holiday Thank
ft .our patience.

Sparian Daily Sniff Report

The SJSU softball team, whir It got Easter Sunday off,
luipes to continue its three game ui iiiing MI ,ak by picking more lull eggs wins.
The Spartans (14-20) will la ii inging a onfident
te,un into Wednesday’s game aga nisi 1 -lin ei sin of Pacific
ii Stockton.
In fact, with SJSU shortstop Vu ot it Riiclas swinging
the hat well and pitcher Corina Lill% c ii iii g )11 ,,1.1 shut
out against top ranked UMN, 2-0, tht wain is onking
for a late season winning spurt.
"It brings a lot of confidence back to know we can beat
’NI .V, said Rucl.is, who hit the game Winning 240-foot
two run home r iii.
But can the Spartims beat a team that is 261) and 9-1 in
its conference?
Against No. 5 Cal State
Fullerton, they hung close, 3s2;!reaiftse.r
fallen 13-3 in
mhaving
their first gae of the

*lark],

Schedule
trn Atm/ S-I

Baseball
Stanford at SJSU,
Tuesday, 7 p.m., Muni
Stadium.
Pacific at SJSU,
Saturday & Sunday,
7 p.m. & 1 p.m.,
Muni Stadium.

And
i against No.
25 New Mexico
State
the
Spartans
came out
victorious
with scores of
4-3 and 8-5.
What does that
mean?
They can play with
the best of them.
Even SJSU head
coach Debbie Nelson has
said that the team plays better
against stronger opponents.
And with Ruelas bk,ssoming with a batting average of
.307 as of last Monda. infielder Valeri Quintero batting
.321 and out fielder Pat Martinez batting .390 the team
can always be a hit away from securing a victory.
In the first inning of the second UNLV’game on
Wednesday, the Spartans loaded the bases five times.
Second to bat, Jill Tawney hit a triple to bring in
Quintero from first base.
Two batters later the bases were loaded. Tawney was
walked in to make the score 2-1.
The bases still loaded, Maya Garcia hit a double to
center field bringing home Pat Marine,. and Ruelas,
making the score 4-1.
Spartan clutch hitting?
The game would later be rescheduled, though, as it
stood at 5-5 in extra innings. It will be continued in two
weeks at UNLV.

Softball
SJSU at Pacific.
Wednesday, 1 p.m.,
Stockton, Calif.
SJSU at UNLV, Saturday,
11 a.m., Las Vegas.
Women’s Tennis
USF at SJSU,
Tuesday, 2 p.m.,
Spartan Courts.
SJSU at CS
Sacramento,
Thursday, 2 p.m.,
Sacramento. Calif
SJSU at Cal Poly-SLO,
Saturday, 10 a.m.,
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Men’s Tennis
SJSU at Pacific,
Wednesday, 1:30 p.m.
Stockton, Calif.
SJSU vs. Washington.
Friday, TBA, Seattle, WA.
SJSU vs. Montana St.,
TBA, Saturday, Seattle.
SJSU vs. Seattle,
Sunday, TBA, Seattle.
Women’s Gymnastics
Hawley Almstedt, Tara
Law and Bridgett
Coates head to
NCAA West
Regionals.
Men’s Gymnastics
NCAA West Regionals
at Lincoln, Nebraska
Women’s Gott
California Women’s
Collegiate Tourney.

VIII /II,its MI-NI-

\ It I Vs;

DAILY

Victoria Ruelas receives high fives from teammates Jill Tawney and Valeri Quintero on her way back to the
dugout after hitting a game -winning 240-foot 2 -run home run against UNLV Wednesday night.

On Saturday, the Spartans will face the t’niversity
Las Vegas in l,as Vegas all!a. in.

Nertnla

Cycling team emphasizes speed and strategy
By Becki Bell
Sparian Daily Staff Witter

Some sports are knoinm for their
emphasis on speed, and others for
their focus on strategy. Members
of the Spartan cycling team say
their sport is known for both these
elements.
"You have tactics and things like

each course.
Determination of team qualification is not necessarily based
upon a win-loss record, Shem said,
but by the number of points
scored by individual team members. Qualification for district and
national championships can be
earned either by the whole team

that involved," ( vi ling team president Randy Slain explained. "A
little group gets away and you have
your teammates block for you."
According to Shem, competitive
cycling can be a fairly complex
p ii 50
sport; meets can iionh
teams at one time, alai ,tt c i itegorized according to the difficulty of

or by individual participai
According to Spartan cycling
team member Sean McLean, SJSU
currently holds 11th place in the
state of California. McLean said
that there are currently 22 active
teams in the state.
The team’s most notable accomplishment occurred in 1993, when

toi met Spartan cycling team member Tim Granshaw qualified for
national competition. Granshaw
placed third in the road race at the
national event, elevating SJSU to
15th in national ranking for that
year.
See Cycling, page 7

BOUND & GAGGED By DANA SUMMERS
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Cycling
From page 6
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Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below not is
there any guarantee knelled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARTMENT $930/1WO.
SeCdt’ty tpe L;,...(1r4;

Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
SHARED HOUSING
ROOM FOR RENTShare bath
$350/mo 4. 1/3
W/D. pcx, ’ , r
SJSU. Avail now. 408.97197M
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in attractive, newly remodelleo.
spacious, to-level townhome
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic views,
peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed
parking. Clean. new & in impeccable
conditon! Fulty furnished bedroom on
at level. CluOhouse/pool/spa. Easy
access 10 85 & 101. Only S325/mo.
? Lib!. Call Ange at 408-974-8898
or 4052242015. leave message
& your call sell be returned Females
and non-smokers only. please.
ROOM FOR RENT-South Si area
Pool, exercise room, easy 85
access. $350/month + shared
util. Call Russ / Harold 723.9310.
WEST SJ. AREA ROOM FOR RENT
2 bdrm. condo, pool. Jacuzzi.
$375 + 1/2 utilities. 241-8269.
FOR SALE

MARKETING/ENVIRONMENTAL
ep
s
io
hard for above average
HOSTESS./F1NE DINING P.T. EVE.
_orne. Bilingual a plus. Partt.rne.
outgoing/energetic. Ful,.time. 408.988-1760.
Cow,,own. 2984704.
PT CAR PREP / DRIVER
BOOKKEEPER PT. Invotce. Dos:.
on Q, ,..kBooks. Good
inner a must. Excel exp
d
..
Lisa 4082751784.
locat.on. We offer t.e. ,
OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11 vies in a fast pace, ’
.
year old boy. F11/..’S ,./1’). Home- environment. Candidate,’
work, swim, etc. Car & refs req. at least 18 years of age with
Patient, energetic, fun, exp. only. college credits) & possess a good
Stevens Creek/San Tomas area. driving record. Please apply in
$5/hr. 983-4732.
person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-AGAR
PARENTING INSTRUCTOR 1350 N. First St. (LeBaron Hotel)
$9 511/hr. 25-30 ?vs/wk.
San Jose. California
D.D.. parenting &
(408)452-1100
.
dhood development.
essary. Fax resume to
PART TIME WAITPERSON
.21.
Needed evenings & weekends.
Salary + tips. Apply in person.
DIRECTORS: Adult & children.
Britannia Arms
Choirs. Call 377-8155
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.
.
to 377-8523.
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
WANTED. BAND 6 ORCHESTRA Must be dependable & have own
Instrument Salesperson. Looking for transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
someone with retail experience, by working around your schedule.
knowledge of band & orchestra Learn new skills. Benefits and
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call advancement opportunities.
The Starving Musician 554-9041. Please call Washington Inventory
Service at 408/294-8196.
GENERAL HELP. Small theft store
close to SJSU. FT/PT, flexible FAST-PACED SMALL LAW FIRM
hours. 55-$7/hr. Bob 293-3763. seeks clerk w/good org. skills.
multi-task oriented: comp literate
a -u: filing, phones, FT hrs; Fax res.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Camp. Spats Camp & Specialty w/ salary req. 408/995-3320.
Camp Director & Leader applications
being accepted at the Central
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
YMCA. Applicants must be enerNO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
getic. enjoy working outdoors,
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
have previous experience working
Too many benefits to list!
with youth & have the ability to Day. SWIng, Grave Shifts.F/T& P/T.
lead a variety of camp activities. Cal or appy in resat Mori.Sun 7-7.
For an application or more info, 4C6-286-5880. 5550 Meriden he.
contact the YMCA at 29517171T
btwn. Sat Cats and Parlintor,
stop by1717 The Alameda. San bee.
behind the Cad ad Palyetas.

FAST R.INDRAISER Raise $500 in 5 WAITER/ESS FINE DINING EXP.
daysGeeks. Ciouce. CAPs, motivated Req. Lunch/Dinner Rue de Paris
individuals. Fast. easy- No financial 19N. Market Downtown San Jose.
obligation. 1-800-862-1982 ext33.
ARTS & CRAFTS people could use
some help. Steady work. Some
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
weekends required. Ed 984-4020.
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3O%-60%
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
on your dental needs.
weekends for private parties in
For info call 1.800-655-3225.
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite,
CAMPUS CLUBS
well groomed, and professional
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUJB. It tude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike. 415/5461747.
Enjoy learning at>put Insri Scot!
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
to all students interested in Sports Instructor. Lifeguards.
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and SUMMER OPENINGS: UfeguardS.
culture. For more information, Swim Instructors. Camp Counselors,
and Sports Camp Instructors.
call Kelly at (408)927.7925.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.
TRAVEL
EUROPE $249.
Be a little flexible and save $$$.
We’ll help you beat the airline vices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH01300834-9192
arthitch@netcom.com

LAW OFFICE, PART-TIME - P.M.
Light typing, gen phones, filing.
$8/hr. Cart Margaret: 241-1941.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
to $2.000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & fuiFtime positions. No
exp. necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60414.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
5769
Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOT1INE
1.800-385-9419
or apply in person
591W. Hamilton @San Tomas Dm
Campbell. CA (408) 378.9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books _ FIND A JOBIl _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
"We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available throughout San
Jose. Santa Clara. Fremcrit & Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am-5pm,
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
comer Scott/San Tomas.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS wanted
Sum 96. Independence HS & SJSU
pools. Please call West Coast
for info. 408-259-4522.
Cal
Aquatics
with
THAILAND
EXPERIENCE
State Hayward’s Bangkok Sum$3 5,000/YR. INCOME
Thailand
CUST SERV REPS WANTED, work
mer Quarter / Discover
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic with other students in friendly potential. Reading books. Toll
fast
Free
1-800-898-9778 Ext. Rgrowing co.
credit. June 17 to August 6. atmosphere for
$6-$7/hr. Call (415)366-3893. 2236 for details.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-8853538.

YMCA TEACHERS DIRECTORS
FT;
Scroo,age
preferred, M.F.
for fun crew",
willing to
Sunny’ non,’
abs.......

TEACHER Before & After School

at 40, 570-

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
’or egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21.30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Pan "
i" :v.
’ex flours.
Also. AcsiSTANT DISPATCH costa’,
P/T
.
Epm. Starts
at $8.00/hr. Serving Downtown
San Jose. Inner City Express.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
Apply ,n person - 7:30am-6pm.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed lithe immediate
area. Fulitime/parttirne openings.
Call today 1-415.968.9933.
International Bartenders School.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons. M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two after.
noons available. Units in ECE.
Rec. Psy. Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-379.3200 ert. 21.

T

PvCrr

ECE Or Fo
it:4 Resume ’u
- Ferrer, @ Garaner
Center, 611 Willis Ave.
’
5ar- Jose, CA, 95125, EOE.
.

WORD PROCESSING

.

EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M.F, 8.5pm.
ALASKA SUMMER DEPLOYMENT
Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-971-3510 ext A60414.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.

$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Students
needed! $$$+Free Travel (Europe,
Caribbean, Hawaii) Seasonal /
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flex Permanent. No exper. necessary.
hrs. Downtown tirrn seei,s sharp Guide. 919-929-4398 ext. C1131.
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
SCHOLARSHIPS
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00 S1.000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
per hour to start. Fax resume $1.000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
to 408/993-0759. arm: John.
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
S40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
users. Toil Free 1-800.898receive 5 or more job offers.
9778 Ext. 7-2236 for listings.
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For details. contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants.
Coordinator at 408/924.3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. lmmed. FREE MONEY Ibr Your Education!
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. Apply for your share in millions of
Call Action Day Nurseries, unclaimed private sector aid. Call
408-996-1437.
Scholarship Resource Services,
408-261-8676.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog.. FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the Billion in public and private sector
school year, tums into F/T (or P/T) grants & scholarships is now
during sum, camp prog. %Int. sal. available. All students are eligible
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call regardless of grades, income.
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. or parent’s income. Let us help.
school year? Cali for summer em- Call Student Financial Services:
ployment-lifeguards, camp leaders). 1-800-263-6495 ext. F60414.

NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
. es "Term P
"Tape Transc
20 years experience
Low Rates!
408/297.3341.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA,
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Mastersons Word Processing.
Call Paul a Virginia 408.251-0449.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. mini or micro
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? cassette transcriptat All formats.
TELEMARKETING
Fax available. Experienced,
We can help. Private money.
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
No pay back. For details, Call
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
dependable, quick return.
700ys a week. Hourly, plus bonus. 510-632-0835 or 510-471.8667. Almaden/Branham area.Call
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Linda 408-264.4504.
Cali Today. Work Tomorrow,
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Term papers, theses, resumes.
408.4940200
Downtown
group projects. etc. Free spelling
Campbell
408-364-2700
Certain advertisements In
Office positions also avai et le
and grammar check. Typewriter
these columns may refer the
available for filling in forms. Do
reader to specific telephone
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
you
tape interviews of people for
numbers or addresses for
reports or later reference? If so.
Our 129 yearoid publishing corn,
additional Information.
I
will
looking
to
transcribe your tapes.
pany. Southwestern, is
Classified readers should be
FAX machine. Notary Public.
select 510 students from SJS6
reminded that, when making
Will do one day turnaround when
to work in our summer program.
these further contacts, they
schedule permits. Call Anna at
Average profit from summer work:
should require complete
972-4992 from Sam to 7pm.
Information before sending
$5,766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.
money for goods or services.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
In addition, readers should
Let me do it for you!
TRAVEL ABROAD AND INORK Make
carefully Investigate all firms
Resumes. Term Papers.
up to 525-$45/hr. teaching basic
offering employment listings
Screenplays, APA,
conversational English in Japan
orcoupons for discount
Dictaphone.
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
vacations or merchandise.
Pickup / Delivery Available
background or Asian languages
Julie- 4450707
required. For information call
1-206-971-3570 ext. J60413.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATIONN
so open Saturdays 9-2

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
$S WE PAY TOP CASH 101
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
"We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-8058356.

WANTED
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
irvein companion. Call after 4pm,
3703604.

DAILY CLASS/RED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

OECTIF1LLIOODHOLLJENI1OMOOLIEDEFEE1=
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Please check
one classification:

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two
Days
Day
$7
3 lines
"i.5
4 lines
$6
$8
$9
5 lines
$7
6 lines
$8
$10
$1 tor eriLti additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate Inereeeee by 111 per day.
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistanice with, A sas and Green
Ca -CIS Reasonatie Pates. Call
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST ois Tamara Daney- 415-2677267
SERVICES

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
)iuur uwr probe or uisposaOle.
335 S. Baysvood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486
MEN IL WOMEN
PERMal.i
eliMOVAL.
Stop
.
, iweezing
or
,
. -e’
perrna."wanted hair.
E
k - Chin
’ & faculty
appt
C
(408) 379-3500
WANTED 100 STUDENTS
,
8.100 pour.nreivithrougr
... .1 .
’ cocks. G
eiru .tsuts
cost
ifi66.3829.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
T

.
.
Carneha’s E
1190 Limo- ;.
MonSat./ Pe.
All Students Fr-

any wre,e
-- facial hair to
,!Doontment.
Place.
1,-339093.
Eve appts.
.-20%Discount.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
- n- $1. Delinquent Tax.
S. Your Area. Toll
’-’97T8 Eat, ’4-2236

DAILY
CROS SWORD
!1.S1117’. Hill apprar 1: ill( MX( IN14t.

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17

Evaluated
Snow boots
Mix a salad
Spry
Kuwait neighbor
Mournful cry
Coarse blue
cloth
18 Beige
19 Director
P.f.rninlcir
21-0’-

’ .

22 ...:, .:
ot ,
24 One
25 Doer
26 Thin -

1..,;11S

,,.,,t
...- ,n,ni
- me
; of

w000

29
31
36
37
38
39
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
52
56
59
60
62
64
65
66
67
68

"Rolleiball" star
Board game
Be victorious
"- makes two
of us,"
Radio noise
Slightly ill
Anxiety
Bring up
Is child)
Blvd
Word used
before card
and light
Garden plots
Understood
Act
Grand - Opry
Play a grandparent’s role"
Growls
Tempt
Prima donna
Pry
Norse god
Dutch cheese
Conditions
Secures
Descartes or
Levesque

MIL1I4l3
00NOIN
mimeo

NUNN
UNDO

tir3pL4

111NOU
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
It
8
9
10

"Cool’
Ripened
Pitchfork pal
Call forth
Imp
Desserts
Curve
Type of copy
Low to the
around

11
12
13
21

Vow
Location
- gin
Luxunous
boats
Drink of the
gods
Provided food
for the party
Oscillated
Steamship
Tennis playni

23
25
26
27
28

34 E
35 1
3E,
40 ti,l’ ’ ’,O. -r1 -:rirla,
41

1.1.-irry

4E
47
45
51
52
53

Hancen
Essential part
Sea duck
Wears well
Pal dry
Autobahn
vehicle
Soft cheese
Longings
Alike
Traditional
knowledge
N. .01

54
55
66
57
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III
III
II
II
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11
II
1
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Send itieck in nneilev order to

Spartan Daily Oassifieds
SanJose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is lucaled in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
El Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
In All ads are prepaid O No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
II QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 97144277

Greek Messa,::
_Events*
_Announcerne-"
_LOtit and Fouric
_Volunteers*
_For Safe*
_Autos For Sale*
_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
_Emoior,rn.

111

Ifilli

_ .r , .
_Sports ’
_Insuranci
_Entertainment.
_Travel
_Tutonng
W-1

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a 3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

MGM

1111g W1111."

FAX: 921-3282

ar sr e Jon. Es ..,es Fie
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or r. AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED Call Bill at 408-298-6124
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing & CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
1-900-62 2-COPS
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
Personal Safety
HP Laser II. NI formats, specializing
Home security
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Vehicle security
grammatical editing. Free disk
Child safety
storage. All work guaranteed!
Consumer assist
Worry free. dependable and prompt
information
service. To avoid disappointment,
$1.70. min, i9-min maxi
call now to reserve your time!
1.8 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8prn).
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA
Bus. Ph.# 408.6835723.
THE PERFECT PAPER
"Resumes
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
*Research Papers
subject. Why suffer and get poor
"Manuscripts. etc.
grades when help is lust a caii
Worked with SJSU Students & away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick college teacher) assists with
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU. research & writing. Tutorial also
All work guaranteed. Call Jane avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
from 8am-6pm 811408)937G373. Convenient Peninsula location
Dissertation/thesis speciais
TOJO’S Word Processing Service. Samples & references availar
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Chinese & other langs.
Powerpont presentations
Foreigners welcome! Ca .
for free phone cons..
"Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
(015) 5254505. ..ask for Daniel.
Call Today! 408.937.7201.
WRITING HOP. Fast professional
PROOFREADING EDITING
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
&Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
statements, PTODOSFI s e por’s
they are graded: A polished
etc. For more
paper improves grades.
Dave Bolick C 510-601.9554.
Free pickup and delivery.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E.Mall.
18 years business experience.
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
COCHRELL’S
(4081 241-051.3
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
Member of Pr:
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Association of Re,.
Reasonap,
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Call 356,
.
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soo Work/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

1(1 1...11.1’ SCIlli (5

Phone: 924-3277

EMPLOYMENT

FREEZER UPRIGHT 20.5 CU.FT. FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
5 shelves. 2 erge storage baskets. Gatos has openings for fitness
Good condition. $100. 227.1145. center, front desk, childcare,
aquatics & maintenance. Wages &
shifts vary depending on dept.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Apply in person. 356-2136.
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Lawsuit:Suit alleges fellowship candidacy withdrawal was racially motivated
From page 1
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"The isithdtawal was wrongfUl. There
wile two minotits candidates and ...if
this had been
that issue would
tics et he raised because that, in fact. is
11,., I longs hase been done in the past.
I
said.
..I aSc,) ...lot! he fit st leaf lied of the
;i via a neusleo, from ,t
lii tutu ii
iii %OH,
\m,

ii us

Iiiis s CAI 45 percent of the fellows are
Humilities and since 1990, 30 percent or
mot e till t Ines participated in the ACE
kilos...hip pm cigram. Ross said.
Nams laa. a nutrition and
dietetic .RIVISCF, WAS also withdrawn from
the At IL fellowship t.mdidacy.
laa lc-fused to comment.
Carrasco and Lu made it into the final
pool of candidates, were interviewed in
Washington, D.C., then withdrawn before

a final decision of candidacy was made.
Russ said.
I Ile fellowship exposes and gives vou
.uid knowledge of what it is to be
in administrative positions such as associate demi. associate vice president and president,- said Ras. Lou, SJSU associate vice
president for undergraduate studies.
"(ACE has) a structured program for
developing administrators complete with
mentors who are senior administrators
from throughout the country." Lou said.
if (Carrasco) got the ACE fellowship, it
would mean access to a network of administrators in higher education," he said.
"Some people aspire to senior administration levels and (the ACE fellowship)
gives it a boost. It’s an honor to be selected," Ross said.
Carrasco said he withdrew his discrimination complaint from the Department of
Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH)
by filing an "intent to sue" because he is
not interested in the internal arbitration

poems.
If an individual wants to sue their
employer for discrimination, they
first file a complaint and the DFEH must
send a letter gning permission to sue an
employer before filing a lawsuit.
Carrasco said he was not eager to site,
but he said he felt there was no other
choice.
"It is not in Dr. Carrasco’s interest to
drag this thing out. (Carrasco) would have
liked to settle it a long time ago, he was
just never given an opportunity he wasn’t
even given an apology and it is too late for
apologies," Lopez said.
"We’re not going to lose. We’re not only
going to the courts, we are going logo to
the community very soon, we’re going to
expose Dr. Caret for what he is, and we’re
going to put that heat up real high,"
Lopez said.
’Since my involvement at SJSU in 1972,
I have never heard of any Latinos selected
for such a prestigious fellowship from

SJSU," said ’ictor Garza, current chairman of a civic affairs committee and an
MSC alumnus. "He probably would have
been the first Mexican-American (from
SJSU) to obtain the ACE fellowship,"
Garza said.
"To my recollection, there was never a
complaint or lawsuit on the basis of race,"
said Michael Anselmi, campus counsel at
Maryland’s Towson State University.
Anselmi said he represented Caret as an
assistant attorney general during his
tenure as provost then as dean of the college of natural and mathematical sciences.
Caret was characterized AS being very
sensitive to minority concerns such AS affirmative action, Anselmi said.
Caret was chief academic officer as
provost at Towson State whose primary
duty was to hire faculty. "(Caret) made
sure there was a fair, open search for faculty candidate selection, Anselmi said.

Ride: Cyclists range from grandmothers to people surviving with deadly disease
From page 1
I Os

I- 011111(talon,

1
us,.it distance traveled
per dav during the California
AIDS Rude is 75 miles and according to Pierce. each rider is well
Liken care of.

"The ride is user-friendls’,"
Pierce said. "Each rider receives
food and drinks every 15 miles and
sou have from sunup to sundown
to complete the day’s ride."
The ride is supported by a
"mobile city" which provides each

rider, along with the hundreds of
volunteers, catered hot meals,
water and snacks, hot showers,
medical and mechanical services
and tents for camping. In the
seven days of the race, riders will
be nourished and and supported

by: 19,000 gallons of water, 50,000
granola bars, 3.2 tons of pasta and
2 tons of chicken.
The "mobile city" consists of
more than 110 support vehicles,
1,000 tents and 120 physicians,
therapists and athletic trainers.

Pledge: Projects solve problems, create relationships
From page 1
Los k het
Hsu said. lie explained that using
solar power efficiently is important because it is
not a %CIA po,WCI-1111 SOUITt o of energy.
External funding provides better control
over a project because the student can devote
more time for research rather than looking for
outside work during the summer, he said. It is
also a plus to the students because the project is
something that will benefit their education.
Reischl’s project is in spacecraft system
design. power electronics and digital control.
The research proposal said it will study the
tradeoffs of centralized power conversion and
distributed power conversion in spacecraft
power systems.
Pit Hi, lu.iu pr teur is specifically to develop

software used in tracking a spacecraft and
determining its orbit. It is one step in the development of a micro-satellite being built by SJSU
seniors and graduate students.
Jennings said his proposal is to work with
Lockheed to make special types of forms out of
polymeric resin materials, much like the tops of
skis and surfboards.
"(Polymeric materials) are stronger and
lighter weight than most metals, so it is preferred for services where weight is a consideration," Jen ll i ll gs said. He said it is an important
project to Lockheed in the development of
building materials for aerospace projects.
Jennings said he hopes this program prosides a basis for more funding on projects that
prove themselves worthy. He said the amount
of the grants isn’t considered a large funding

for a research project.
"(This is) a seed money project," Jennings
said. "It is an opportunity for us to develop a
research relationship that we didn’t have
before." He said it also gives Lockheed a
chance to look at recruits.
"The amount itself is not as important as the
concept," Ibrahim said. "This fits with Caret’s
vision of a metropolitan university," he said.
He said this is a fairly new project and the
engineering department hopes to use it as a
model to involve other companies in the Bay
Area.
"I look at it as using the community as a
research lab that serves our education,"
Ibrahim said. "In return, we are connibuting to
problem solving and product development that
benefits the industry.

Triumph: Team dedicated hours to competition
From page 1
oittlIcoi too Like.

The three members of the SJSU
team ate all graduating seniors
and ate active in the Human
Resource Management Associanot I IRMA). an on -campus organization.
Elliott was the only returning
member from last yeat’s team.
Working with Stan Mattis, the
team’s lac tilts. adviser. Elliott
recruited the other two members

on the basis of their activity in
HRMA and the fact that they are
graduating.
Elliott said graduation status is
important because these students
have taken most of the classes and
generally have more knowledge in
the field.
The team started studying for
the competition at the beginning
of the semester for about four
hours a week outside of their regular class schedule. Four weeks
prior to the tournament, they got

together about nine hours per
week to study from class material
and SHRM study guides.
"It took a lot of work," said
Malos. "And it enhances the linkage between San Jose State and
professional world.
People from the profession were
at the competition, acting as
judges and, according to Elliott,
watching the competitors. "It
makes me known and is a great
networking opportunity," said
Elliott.

Malos said the win at the
Human Resources Collegiate
Competition shows that the school
of business at SJSU is "capable of
producing quality."
SJSU has placed in the top three
for three out of the four years the
competition has been held. They
won the first ever competition and
placed third behind two Fresno
teams last year. They were unable
to compete the second year due to
insufficient notice.

Camp is set up each day before the
riders arrive and dismantled every
morning after the riders depart for
the day’s ride.
Lorri Jean, executive director of
the L.A. Gay and Lesbian Center,
said particular riders range from
grandmothers to gay men in the
advanced stages of AIDS. "That
kind of participation, plus the support of people like L.A. Mayor
Richard Riordan mid actress

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH $$
* FOR OLD/USED

TAKE A BREATEER

er would have to earn $6.05 an
hour to support a family of three
at the poverty level. Members of
"The Living Wage Coalition" said
they believe their initiative would

reduce welfare dependency. Those
on welfare may be more determined tel get jobs if the pay is
more lucrative. "There are over
1.8 million workers at the poverty
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As a member of inir team of solutions spimialtics.
pull lie an integral part of OUT VOUTIMIllig SULU,
Working in our San Franusco office, the follownig
professionals will provide cmnsulting semees to our
clients an the Western I S.
We have the ((Aiming opportunities available
immedionly and welcome your exinsiderato in

wage in California. This initiative
would be a positive step in the
right direction," Solis said.

ASSOCIATE TECIINI(:AL CONSULTANT
Outstanding opportunity for a recent Computer Science or related grad (with at lust a
3.0 (’.PA). Requires strong cummunication skills and business acumen C. C+ + preferred

SENIOR TECIINEAL CONSULTANT
Opportunity to use poi 5+ wars background in 3.4400 and Mall while learning nea
client.sermr technology.
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organization by retaining and developing our %nimble team members. We offer mit.
standing compensation and benefits, educational (immunities and advancement potential.
For immediate consideration, please send or fax mur resume: Attn: Iluman Resources Dept.,
J.D. Edwards, LII.Anton Slid., Suite 300, Costa Mesa, C.3 5262b. Equal Opponunity Employer.
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Open Until 7:00 PM Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Beginning April 2, 1996

Sofrwarc for a (:hariging World.

A
.ician and Nurse Practitioner are now available two evenings every week
for .ippointments and drop -in visits.
Basic services are free to regularlyenrolled SJSU students. The Pharmacy, Xray and Lab are also open late.
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Wage: Initiative needs 750,000 signatures in one month
From page 1
II.
lit% (Amu al Labor (
ChAvez is a supportet nf tile proposed initiative and is taking a
large part in getting the one million petition signatures required
for the initiative to be placed on
the November ballot. Chavez sass
it will not be easy to get that mails
signatures.
"We need 750,000 signatures iii
one month," Chavez said. "The
cutoff date is April 19." Chavez
said she believes this proposed
increase in minimum wage is so
late in coming because a majorits
of the persons on minimum wage
tend not to speak up.
"Organized laborers work under
contract and have their unions
working to increase wages bin
Those making. minimum wage are
,.ii their own, Chavez said.
Advocates of raising minimum
wage include state senators.
Richard Polanco, Hilda Solis. \I 1k,
un ii
and
Thompson
Democratic Party Chairman Ai
Torres. "We, as state senators.
want to make California a plat c
that is affordable to live in," Solis
said.
The $4.2", is considered a subpoverty wage and a 11111 -tittle Won k -

Judith Light, has saved lives by
funding our prevention and education efforts." Jean said.
For more information on how
to pledge, ride or volunteer, call
(800) 825-1000 or (415) 908-0400.
To access information on the
Internet, the AIDS Ride Web site
can be visited at http://wurta
AIDSRidesorg.
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Spring 1996 Tryouts!
Thursday, April 18th - Saturday, April 20,
1996
at San Jose State University
If
If

you want

If you want

Tuesday, April 9 @ 6:00 pm
Contact SDS Office 4-2575

to help

support Spartan Athletics...

you want to raise the level of

to be part of a

SPIRIT at

San Jose State...

QUA 1,11’Y program...

Pick up an application form or get more information in ADM 249
Completed applications we due on Friday, April 12, 1996

Catch the Spirit!

